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STRUCTURE-SENSITIVE MECHANISMOF NANOGRAPHENE FAILUREE. F. Sheka a*, N. A. Popova a, V. A. Popova a, E. A. Nikitina a;b, L. H. Shaymardanova aaPeoples' Friendship University of Russia117198, Mosow, RussiabInstitute of Applied Mehanis, Russian Aademy of Sienes119991, Mosow, RussiaReeived July 10, 2010The quantum-mehanohemial-reation-oordinate approah has dislosed atomially mathed peuliaritiesthat aompany the deformation�failure�rupture proess ourring in nanographenes. The high sti�ness of thegraphene body is provided by the benzenoid unit. The anisotropy of the unit mehanial behavior in ombinationwith di�erent on�gurations of the unit paking with respet to the body C�C bond hains forms the groundfor the struture-sensitive mehanism of the mehanial behavior that is drastially di�erent for two di�erentdeformation modes. The zig-zag deformation mode is partiularly manifested with the formation of one-atomhains. The approah allows traing a deformation-stimulated hange in the hemial reativity of both thenanographene body and its individual atoms.1. INTRODUCTIONIn ontrast to real physial experiments, whenhanging the objet shape under loading is monitored,omputational experiments usually deal with the totalenergy response to the objet shape deformation thatsimulates either tension and ontration or bending,srewing, shift, and so on. As regards graphene andarbon nanotubes (CNTs), whose mehanial proper-ties are amenable to experimental study with di�ulty,the omputational experiments takes on great signi�-ane.Numerous works devoted to the alulation of me-hanial properties of nanographenes and CNTs under-lie two approahes, the ontinuum and atomisti ones.The ontinuum approah is based on the well-developedtheory of elastiity of ontinuous solid media appliedto shells, plates, beams, rods, and trusses. These arestruture elements used for the ontinuum desription.Nanosale ontinuum methods (see Refs. [1�5℄ and thereferenes therein), among whih those based on thestrutural mehanis onept [6℄ are the most devel-oped, have shown the best ability to simulate nanos-truture materials. In aordane with this onept,CNT and graphene are geometrial framelike stru-*E-mail: sheka�ip.a.ru

tures where the primary bonds between two nearest-neighbor atoms at like load-bearing beam members,whereas an individual atom ats as the joint of the re-lated beams [7�10℄.The basi onept of the atomisti approah on-sists in obtaining mehanial parameters of the objetfrom results of the diret solutions of either the Newtonmotion laws [10; 11℄ or the Shrödinger equations [12�14℄ under hanging the objet shape following a par-tiular algorithm that simulates a the desired deforma-tion type. Mehanial properties are revealed from thestrain energy Es(") = Etot(")�Etot(0); (1)where Etot(0) and Etot(") are the total energies ofthe unloaded sample and of the sample subjeted to" strain. The strething algorithms are subordinatedto the manner of the objet struture presentation.For example, the main platform of the density fun-tional theory (DFT) alulations onsists in treatingall strutures having a superell geometry using theperiodi boundary onditions. The sample strethingis ahieved by inreasing the optimized lattie onstant of the superell in a regular manner and by uniformlyexpanding the atomi struture obtained from previousoptimization. Not the energy itself, but fores applied695



E. F. Sheka, N. A. Popova, V. A. Popova et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 139, âûï. 4, 2011to atoms beome the main goal of alulations. Withinthe DFT tehnique, the tension fore is determined asFT = ��Es(")� : (2)These fores are subsequently input into the relationsof marosopi linear theory of elastiity and lay thefoundation for the evaluation of miro-marosopi me-hanial parameters suh as the Young modulus E, thePoisson ratio �, and so on. We note that the pa-rameters E and � obviously di�er from those deter-mined within the ontinuous approah, and their oin-idene is purely aidental. The modern translation-boundary-ondition DFT approah is solid-state by na-ture, whih is partiularly lear from its extension tothe ase of phonon instability of the graphene body [2℄,partiularly in the manner of phonon mode softe-ning [15℄. This o�ers an additional dynami view onthe graphene failure mehanism from the standpoint ofphase transitions.In this paper, we suggest to go beyond the solid-sta-te approah as well as beyond the onventional ener-gy-strain-response onept and to onsider the meha-nism of the tensile deformation leading to the failureand rupture of a nanographene body in the ourse of amehanohemial reation ourring with this maro-moleule. A similarity between mehanially induedreations and the �rst-type hemial ones, �rst pointedout by Tobolski and Eyring more than sixty yearsago [16℄, suggests the use of a well-developed quan-tum-hemial approah of the reation oordinate [17℄in the study of the atomi struture transformation un-der deformation. First applied to the deformation ofpoly(dimethylsiloxan) oligomers [18℄, the approah hasrevealed a high e�ay in dislosing the mehanism offailure and rupture of the onsidered polymers.2. MECHANOCHEMICAL INTERNALCOORDINATESThe main point of the approah is in the de�ni-tion of the reation oordinate. In hemial reations,that oordinate is usually seleted among the internalones (valene bond, bond angle, or torsion angle) oris presented as a linear ombination of them. Sim-ilarly, mehanohemial internal oordinates (MICs)were introdued as modi�ed internal oordinates de-�ned so as to allow speifying the onsidered deforma-tional modes [18; 19℄. The MICs thus designed have tomeet the following requirements.1. Every MIC is a lassifying mark of a deforma-tional mode: uniaxial tension and ontration are de-

sribed by linear MICs similar to valene bonds, ben-ding is haraterised by a MIC similar to the valeneangle, and srewing is attributed to MICs similar totorsion angles.2. Every MIC is determined in muh the same wayas the other internal oordinates exept a set of spe-ially seleted support atoms.3. The MIC relevant to a partiular deformationalmode is exluded from the quantum-hemial optimiza-tion proedure in seeking the minimum of the totalenergy.4. A response fore is determined as the residualgradient of the total energy along the seleted MIC.This logi is ditated by the general arhiteture ofthe onventional quantum-hemial software, where thefore alulation (more spei�ally, the total energygradient alulation) is the key proedure.Implementation of the MIC onept in the frame-work of DYQUAMECH software [20℄, whih is basedon the Hartree�Fok (HF) unrestrited version of theCLUSTER-Z1 odes exploiting advaned semiempirialquantum-hemial methods [21℄, provides (i) an MICinput algorithm, (ii) omputation of the total energygradients in both the Cartesian and internal oordi-nates, and (iii) an optimization performane in the in-ternal oordinates. Additionally, the program retainsall features of the unrestrited broken symmetry (UBS)approah, partiularly important for odd eletroni sys-tems of CNTs [22℄ and graphene [23℄. We note that allDFT alulations, exept the reent one in [14℄, wereperformed in the framework of restrited versions of theprograms that do not take the graphene odd-eletronspins into aount and hene ignore the orrelation in-teration between these eletrons. The peuliarities ofthe graphene odd-eletron behavior are related with aonsiderable extension of its C�C distanes, whih inturn auses a notieable weakening of the odd-eletroninteration and thus requires taking the orrelation in-teration between these eletrons into aount [23℄.3. CALCULATION OF THE RESPONSE FORCEThe fores, whih are the �rst derivatives of theeletron energy E(R) with respet to the Cartesian o-ordinates R of an atom, are determined as [20℄dEdR = h�j�H�R j�i + 2h ���R jH j�i+ 2h ���P jH j�idPdR ; (3)where � is the eletron wave funtion of the groundstate, H represents the adiabati eletron Hamilto-nian, and P is the nuleus momentum. Derivatives aredetermined for �xed atomi positions. In alulating696



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 139, âûï. 4, 2011 Struture-sensitive mehanism : : :(3), a quite e�ient omputational tehnique suggestedin [24℄ was used. The DYQUAMECH algorithm of thefore determination onerns fores applied to eah ithMIC. These partial fores Fi are used afterwards for de-termining all the sought miro-marosopi mehanialharateristis related to uniaxial tension, i. e., responsefore F , F =Xi Fi; (4)stress �, � = FS = 1SXi Fi; (5)where S is the loading area; the Young modulus E�,E� = �="; (6)where " = �Li=L0 is the strain, L0 is the initial MIClength and �Li is the elongation of the ith MIC and isidential to all MICs in the urrent experiment; sti�-ness oe�ient k, k = F=�Li: (7)A ompleted omputational yle provides the fol-lowing data.Mirosopi harateristis that inlude (i) theatomi struture of the loaded graphene body at anystage of the deformation inluding bond sission andpost-breaking relaxation; (ii) the strain energy Es,Eq. (1), and both total (4) and partial response fores;(iii) moleular and atomi hemial suseptibilities ofthe body expressed in terms of the total ND and atom-ially partitioned NDA numbers of e�etively unpairedeletrons [25℄. Beause both the UBS HF in the ur-rent study and the spin-polarized DFT in [14℄ belong tosingle-determinant tehniques [22; 25℄, the appearaneof a nonzero number of e�etively unpaired eletronsis just another fae of the spin density � determinedin [14℄. Both values are just a manifestation of thespin-mixed harater of the singlet UBS solutions. It isunrelated to the magneti properties of the objet [23℄stated in [14℄, but an be self-onsistently used to de-sribe the reativity of the objet atoms. The energy,fore, ND, and(or) NDA versus elongation dependenesexhibit mehanial behavior of the objet at all stagesof the deformation onsidered at the atomi level. Thelast two dependenes represent hanges in the hemi-al ativity of the body and its atoms in the ourse ofdeformation.Miro-marosopi harateristis involvestress�strain interrelations in terms of Eqs. (5)�(7)that allow introduing onvenient mehanial parame-ters similar to those of the elastiity theory.

4. GRAPHENE AS A SUBJECT OFMECHANICAL DEFORMATIONFrom the mehanis standpoint, the benzenoidhexagon struture of graphene raises two questions on-erning (i) mehanial properties of the benzenoid unitin and of itself and its mehanial isotropy in parti-ular, and (ii) the in�uene of the unit paking on themehanial properties of graphene as a whole. Conven-tionally, the mehanial properties of benzenoid unitsare assumed to be ompletely isotropi due to thehigh symmetry of the unit struture [1�4℄. But asshown reently [23℄, the unit exat symmetry in realnanographenes is muh lower than D6h, and hene thesuggestion of its mehanial isotropy is rather ques-tionable. Moreover, the onlusion about mehanialisotropy does not follow from the strutural symmetryof the objet beause the objet rupture is related withthe sission of partiular hemial bonds whose hoieis dependent on the applied stress diretion. To hekthe predition, we onsider the tensile deformation ofthe benzene moleule subjeted to two uniaxial tensionmodes, referred to as zig-zag (zg, along the C�C bond)and arm hair (ah, normal to the C�C bond). Thesenames have obviously been hosen in antiipation of zgand ah edges of a retangular graphene sheet or rib-bon. These and further alulations were performed byusing the PM3 version of the DYQUAMECH program.5. TENSILE DEFORMATION AND FAILUREOF THE BENZENE MOLECULECon�gurations of two MICs related to the ah andzg deformation modes are shown in Fig. 1. The defor-mation proeeds as a stepwise elongation of the MICswith the inrement ÆL = 0:05Å at eah step, suh thatthe urrent MIC length is L = L0 + nÆL, where n isthe number of the deformation steps. One end of eahMIC is �xed (on atoms 1 and 2 or 1 and 5 in the aseof ah or zg modes, respetively). Consequently, these
Fig. 1. Two MICs of an uniaxial tension of the benzenemoleule for the ah and zg deformational modes. Thetwo values of L0 nominate the initial lengths of theMICs while F1 and F2 number the response fores697
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Fig. 2. Mirosopi harateristis of the benzene moleule deformation. Figures near the urves in panels  and d orrespondto the atom numbers on the inserted struturesatoms are immobilized, while atoms 5 and 6, and 2 and6 move along the arrows and thus provide the MIC su-essive elongation, but do not partiipate in the opti-mization proedure at eah elongation step. Figure 2presents the two modes of elongation response of thetotal response fore F in terms of Eq. (4) (Fig. 2a) andthe total ND (Fig. 2b ) and partial NDA numbers ofunpaired eletrons (Figs. 2 and 2d).As an be seen in Fig. 2, the mehanial behaviorof the moleule is highly anisotropi. The fore-elon-gation dependene shown in Fig. 2a di�ers both in theinitial linear region and at the �nal steps, exhibiting aonsiderable extension of the failure zone in the ase ofthe zg mode in omparison with the ah one. Linearelasti behavior is highly restrited and is limited to the�rst one or two deformation steps. Even more radialdi�erene is illustrated in Figs. 2b�2d, indiating a dif-ferene in the eletroni proesses that aompany themoleule failure. Obviously, these features are relatedwith the di�erene in the MIC atomi ompositions re-lated to the two modes, whih results in the di�erenein the struture of the moleular fragments formed un-der rupture. For the zg mode, two MICs are alignedalong the C1�C6 and C3�C4 moleular bonds, and twoatomially idential three-atom fragments are formedunder rupture. For the zg mode, the MIC elongationis immediately transformed into the bond elongation.The C�C bond length 1.395Å of the unstrained ben-zene moleule is just a bordering value, exeeding whihviolates the omplete ovalent oupling of the moleuleodd eletrons of two neighbor arbon atoms and auses

the appearane of e�etively unpaired eletrons [25℄.That is why the inrement value 0.05Å is signi�antenough for the appearane of unpaired eletrons even atthe �rst step of elongation. The bond breaking ourswhen the elongation reahes 0.2�0.3Å (these values de-termine the maximum position of the fore-elongationdependene in Fig. 2a), but the two three-atom radialsare stabilized only when the elongation exeeds 1.2Å(see Fig. 2d).In the ase of the ah mode, the orrespondingMICs onnet atoms 1 and 5, and 2 and 6, and heneonly about 40% of the MIC elongation is transformedinto that of eah of the two C�C bonds that rest onthe MIC. This explains why NDA values on all arbonatoms are quite small in this ase (Fig. 2) until theMIC elongation �L su�es for bond breaking. Atu-ally, the bond breaking is not an instant proess and, asis seen in Fig. 2a, it starts at �L = 0:3Å and ends at�L = 0:6Å. Two-atom and four-atom fragments areformed when the moleule is broken. At the rupturemoment, the two-atom fragment is a strethed aety-lene moleule, whih is assompanied by the preseneof unpaired eletrons on atoms 5 and 6 (see Fig. 2)beause the C�C bond length exeeds a ritial valueabove whih the ovalent oupling of odd eletrons is in-omplete. However, further relaxation of the moleulestruture at larger elongation shortens the bond, pla-ing it below the ritial value, and the unpaired ele-trons disappear. The seond fragment is a biradialwhose struture is stabilized at �L = 0:9Å.Therefore, the zg and ah modes of the tensile de-698



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 139, âûï. 4, 2011 Struture-sensitive mehanism : : :Table. Miro-marosopi mehanial harateristis of benzene moleule and (5,5) nanographene1)Critialelongation, nm Critial fore ofresponse Fr, 10�9 N Stress �,109 N/m2 Sti�nessoe�ient k,N/m Young'smodulus E�,TPaBenzene zg mode 0.27 12.54 153.72 46.46 3.2Benzene ah mode 0.38 9.82 206.31 25.84 4.23(5,5) graphenezg mode 1.47 45.08 116.18 30.66 1.14(5,5) grapheneah mode 1.50 50.09 129.11 33.40 1.20H-terminated (5,5)graphene zg mode 1.38 47.29 121.89 34.27 1.33H-terminated (5,5)graphene ah mode 1.56 54.53 140.53 34.95 1.241) The ritial elongation orresponds to the position of the �rst zero values of the response fore �rst derivative overthe elongation. Stress and sti�ness oe�ients are determined at the ritial response fore. The Young moduli aredetermined as slope-angle tangents of the stress�strain urves at the �rst steps of deformation.formation of the benzene moleule our as absolutelydi�erent mehanohemial reations. Besides the dif-ferene in the mirosopi behavior, the two modesare haraterized by di�erent mehanial parametersin terms of Eqs. (4)�(7), whose values are given inTable. Taken together, the obtained results are evi-dene of a sharp mehanial anisotropy of the benzenemoleule in the diretion of the load appliation andof an extremely high sti�ness of the moleule. Atu-ally, the onsidered deformational modes of the benzenemoleule do not exatly reprodue similar situations forbenzenoid units in CNTs and graphene, but the zg andah edge-struture dependene of the mehanial be-havior of both CNTs [2; 26; 27℄ and graphene [4; 28; 29℄is largely determined by the mehanial anisotropy ofthe benzene moleule.6. TENSILE DEFORMATION OFNANOGRAPHENEThe benzenoid pattern of graphene sheets and theregular paking of units predetermine the hoie of ei-ther parallel or normal MIC orientation to the hain ofC�C bonds, similarly to those introdued in studyingthe benzene moleule. In the retangular nanographenesheets and nanoribbons, the parallel orientation orre-sponds to tensile deformation applied to the zg edges,while the normal one should be attributed to the ahedges. The MIC on�gurations of the ah and zg ten-sile modes of the (5,5) nanographene sheet are pre-sented in Fig. 3. The omputational proedure wasfully idential to the one desribed above for the ben-zene moleule, with the only di�erene in the step in-

Fig. 3. Six MICs of uniaxial tension of the (5,5) na-nographene for the ah and zg deformational modes

Fig. 4. Strutures of the (5; 5) nanographene under thesuessive steps of the ah deformation regime. Figu-res mark the step numbersrement ÆL = 0:1Å. The loading area is determined asS = DLz(a)0 , where D = 3:35Å is the Van der Waalsdiameter of the arbon atom and Lz(a)0 is the initiallength of the MICs in the ase of zg (ah) modes.699
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 for the zg deformationregime6.1. The ah mode of graphene tensiledeformationFigure 4 presents struture images of the seletedset of deformation steps. The sheet is uniformlystrethed in the ourse of the �rst 14 steps, and the�rst C�C bond breaking ours at the 15th step. Thebreaking is ompleted at the 17th step and the �nalstruture transformation looks like that ourring ata similar deformational mode of benzene: the sheet isdivided into two fragments, one of whih is a shorte-ned (5,4) equilibrated nanographene and the other isa polymerized hain of aetylene moleules transferredinto the arbine C=C bond hain.6.2. The zg mode of graphene tensiledeformationFigure 5 presents the struture image of the seletedset of suessive deformation steps revealing an exiting

piture of a peuliar failure of the graphene body withso drasti a di�erene in details ompared to the ahmode that only a simpli�ed analogy an assist in a on-ise desription of the piture. The failure of triotageseems to be a proper model. Atually, as known, thetoughness of a triotage sheet and the manner of its fai-lure depend on the diretion of the applied stress andthe spae on�guration of its stith paking. In thislanguage, eah benzenoid unit presents a stith, andin the ase of the ah mode, the sheet rupture is bothommened and ompleted by the rupture of a singlestith row. In the ase of the zg mode, the ruptureof one stith is �tugging at thread� the other stithesthat are replaed by a still elongated one-atom hainof arbon atoms. Obviously, this di�erene in the me-hanial behavior is related to di�erent on�gurationsof the benzenoid paking with respet to the body C�Cbond hains.6.3. A omparative study of the ah and zgmodes of the graphene tensile deformationThe di�erene in the strutural pattern of the twodeformation modes naturally leads to the di�erene inquantitative harateristis of the mehanial behaviorin these two ases. Figure 6 shows the strain energy Es,the total response fore F , and the total number NDof e�etively unpaired eletrons for both deformationmodes as funtions of the elongation�L. In ontrast tothe benzene moleule with no unpaired eletrons in theunstrained ground state, the ND value of unstrainednanographene is quite large [23℄. Figure 6 shows theadditional e�et of the C�C bond elongation ausedby the tensile deformation and manifests an inreasein the hemial ativity of the body in the ourse ofdeformation.The �rst di�erene that follows from the analysis ofthe data in Fig. 6 is a drasti shortening of the deforma-tion area under the ah deformation mode with respetthe zg one (the di�erene in the �L sales in Fig. 6 forboth modes). Obviously, this feature arries the peu-liarity of the zg and ah mode behavior of the benzenemoleule. While the ah deformation is one-stage andis terminated at the 20th step, the zg deformation ismulti-stage and proeeds up to the 250th step followedby the saw-tooth shape of all three elongation depen-denies, whih re�ets a suessive stith dissolution.This last is learly seen in Fig. 5 that presents stru-tures related to the steps orresponding to the fore-elongation teeth maxima. The stith dissolution is a-ompanied by a suessive one-atom hain formation700
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The ND dependenes shown in Fig. 6 are learevidene of the di�erene in the mehanohemial re-ations related to the ah and zg deformation modes.The ahieved saturation in the ND values by the 21ststep learly witnesses the termination of the reationin the ah ase. In ontrast, the zg reation proeedsfurther with a saw-tooth-like ND dependene that ishighly similar to the dependene of both the strain en-ergy and response fore in Figs. 6a and 6b. Importantly,the disussed ND dependenes re�et a quantitativehange in the hemial reativity of the graphene bodyunder tensile deformation.7. TENSILE DEFORMATION OFHYDROGEN-TERMINATED(5,5) NANOGRAPHENETermination of the nanographene sheet edges byhydrogen atoms, preserving a qualitative piture ofthe nanographene mehanial behavior in general, isdrastially di�erent in the details. Figures 7 and 8present struture images of the seleted sets of defor-701
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Fig. 7. Strutures of the (5; 5) H-terminated nanogra-phene under suessive steps of the ah deformationregime. Figures mark the step numbersmation steps related to the ah and zg deformation ofthe H-terminated body. As an be seen in Fig. 7, theah deformation mode proeeds similarly to the aseof nonterminated graphene and is aomplished at the20th step. The di�erene in the struture of the �nalfragments in Figs. 4 and 7 is evidently aused by thepresene of hydrogen atoms in the latter ase. Stru-tures orresponding to steps from 26 to 35 obviouslyhighlight a ompetition between the optimum hydrogensaturation of the split arbine hain and a strong ten-deny of the nanographene remainder to be hydrogen-terminated. In ontrast to this, the zg mode oursquite di�erently in nonterminated graphene, while theone-atom hain pattern is learly preserved. As anbe seen in Fig. 8, the �rst broken C�C bond is loatedjust in the enter of the body. Further bond sission, aspreviously, leads to the formation of a one-atom hainof arbon atoms of a losed shape, whose splitting asa whole (see Fig. 8) from the body edge manifests thetermination of the sheet failure. Although this ationourred at the 122th step, at a muh greater elonga-tion than for the ah mode, the elongation is twie lessthan that of nonterminated graphene. Therefore, thepresene of hydrogen terminators shortens the defor-mation area quite signi�antly.

Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 7 for the zg deformationregimeFigure 9 presents elongation-dependent responsefores related to the ah and zg deformation modes.The observed dependenes have muh in ommon withthose shown in Fig. 6 for nonterminated graphene. Asan be seen in Fig. 9, the ah deformation mode o-urs at one stage similarly to the ase of nonterminatedgraphene. The zg deformation mode is multistage aspreviously, and all three elongation dependenes have aharateristi saw-tooth shape. This shape harater isevidently related to the formation of one-atom hainsin both ases. Therefore, the zg deformation mode pre-serves its one-hain harater for both empty-edge andH-terminated graphene bodies. At the same time, thepresene of hydrogen atoms ruially a�ets the hainshape, thus hanging the plae of the �rst C�C bondsission. This auses the transformation of a long linearhain into a losed one.The Table ollets the main parameters related tothe �rst stage of deformation of all studied samples.As an be seen from the table, at this stage, there isan obvious similarity in the behavior of both nontermi-nated and H-terminated sheets under both deformationmodes. In support of this onlusion, Fig. 10 presentsa omparative view on the mirosopi harateristisrelated to the two deformation modes of a nontermi-702
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Fig. 9. The same as in Fig. 6 for the (5,5) H-terminated nanographene
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nated sample. An obvious similarity in the harateris-ti behavior is learly seen. The Young modulus dataof nonterminated graphene are within the range de-termined by other alulations [11℄ and orrelate with 1 TPa proposed on the basis of experimental observa-tions [32℄. The hydrogen termination a�ets the dataonly slightly. However, we note that the region of elon-gation that supports the linear elasti law is rather703



E. F. Sheka, N. A. Popova, V. A. Popova et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 139, âûï. 4, 2011short in all ases, so that the graphene deformation isnonlinear and nonelasti from the very beginning. Atthe same time, the data related to the �rst stage, onethe largest, sale the loading to be applied to graphenefor its failure to our.Summarizing the obtained results, we an state thefollowing:the high sti�ness of the graphene body is providedby the benzenoid unit;the anisotropy of the unit mehanial behavior inombination with di�erent on�gurations of unit pak-ing with respet to the body C�C bond hains formsthe ground for the struture-sensitive mehanism of me-hanial behavior;the struture sensitivity is learly exhibited in thedi�erent response of the graphene body to either thezg or the ah deformation regime;in ontrast to on-stage deformation of the ahregime, the zg deformation mode is multistage and ispartiularly manifested with the formation of one-atomhains;the di�erene in the behavior of zg and ah modeslearly arries the feature of these modes in the aseof the benzene moleule. The observed regularities areommon for both empty-edge and hydrogen-terminatednanographene. However, hydrogen termination, pre-serving all harateristis of empty-edge graphene inthe ase of the ah deformation mode, signi�antly in-�uenes the ourrene of the graphene body failure inthe ase of the zg mode, thus twie shortening the de-formation area and hanging the on�guration of theone-atom hain. REFERENCES1. K. Kudin, G. E. Suseria, and B. I. Yakobson, Phys.Rev. B 64, 235406 (2001).2. F. Liu, P. Ming, and J. Li, Phys. Rev. B 76, 064120(2007).3. A. Hemmasizadeh, M. Mahzoon, E. Hadi, and R. Kha-dan, Thin Solid Films 516, 7636 (2008).4. X. Wei, B. Fragneaud, C. A. Marianetti, and J. W. Ky-sar, Phys. Rev. B 80, 205407 (2009).5. M. M. Shokrieh and R. Ra�ee, Mater. Design 31, 790(2010).6. C. Li and T.-W. Chou, Int. J. Sol. Strut. 40, 2487(2003).7. A. Sakhaee-Pour, Sol. St. Comm. 149, 91 (2009).
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